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1. Introduction
Research on spoken language technology has led to the development of Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR), Text-To-Speech (TTS) synthesis, and dialogue systems. These systems
are now used for different applications such as in mobile telephones for voice dialing,
GPS navigation, information retrieval, dictation, translation, and assistance for handicapped
people.
To perform Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) there are different techniques such as
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), Support Vector Machines (SVMs), Weighted Finite State
Transducers (WFSTs), and Hidden Markov Models (HMMs). In the case of HMMs there are
algorithms such as Viterbi, Baum - Welch / Forward - Backward, that adjust their parameters
and the decoding/recognition process itself. However these algorithms do not guarantee
optimization of these parameters as the recognition process is stochastic.
Main challenges arise when the structures used to describe the stochastic process (i.e., a
three-state left-to-right HMM) are not enough to model the acoustic features of the speech.
Also, when training data to build robust ASR systems is sparse. In practice, both situations
are met, which leads to decrease in rates of ASR accuracy. Thus, research has focused
on the development of techniques to overcome these situations and thus, to improve ASR
performance. In the fields of heuristic optimization, data analysis, and finite state automata,
diverse techniques have been proposed for this purpose. In this chapter, the theoretical bases
and application details of these techniques are presented and discussed.
Initially, the optimization approach is reviewed in Section 2, where the application of heuristic
methods as Genetic Algorithms and Tabu Search for structure and parameter optimization
of HMMs is presented. This continues in Section 3, where the application of WFSTs and
discrete HMMs for statistical error modelling of an ASR system’s response is presented. This
approach is proposed as a corrective method to improve ASR performance. Also, the use
of a data analysis algorithm as Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) is presented as a
mean to improve the information obtained from sparse data. Then, case studies where these
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techniques are applied, and statistically significant improvements on ASR performance is
achieved, are presented and discussed in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5 the main conclusions
and observations about the techniques and their performance on ASR development are
presented.
2. Techniques for optimization of parameters
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Figure 1. Parameters of an HMM.
In Figure 1 the standard structure and parameters of an HMM for acoustic modelling at the
phonetic level are shown [10]. The notation λ = (A, B,π) is used to indicate these parameters,
where π is an initial state distribution [1]. There are three main problems associated with
HMMs, and thus, with the estimation of these parameters:
• The evaluation problem. Given the parameters of a model (λ), estimate the probability of
a particular observation sequence (Pr(O|λ)).
• The learning problem. Given a sequence of observations ot from a training set,
estimate/adjust the transition (A) and the emission (B) probabilities of an HMM to
describe the data more accurately.
• The decoding problem. Given the parameters of the model, find the most likely sequence
of hidden states Q∗ = {q1, q2, ..., qn} that could have generated a given output sequence
O = {o1,o2, ...,ot}.
Standard algorithms such as Viterbi (for decoding) and Baum-Welch (learning) are widely
used for these problems [1]. However, heuristics such as Tabu Search (TS) and Genetic
Algorithms (GA) have been proposed to further improve the performance of HMMs and the
parameters estimated by Viterbi/Baum-Welch.
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A GA is a search heuristic that mimics the process of natural evolution and generates useful
solutions to optimization problems [2]. In Figure 2 the general diagram of a GA used for
HMM optimization is show, where the solutions for an optimization problem receive values
based on their quality or “fitness”, which determine their opportunities for reproduction. It
is expected that parent solutions of very good quality will produce offsprings (by means of
reproduction operators such as crossover or mutation) with similar or better characteristics,
improving their fitness after some generations. Hence, fitness evaluation is a mechanism used
to determine the confidence level of the optimized solutions to the problem [9]. In Figure
3 a general “chromorome” representation of an individual of the GA population, or parent
solution, is shown. This array contains the elements of an HMM (presented in Figure 1),
which can be coded into binary format to perform reproduction of solutions.
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Figure 2. General diagram of a GA for optimization of HMMs.
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Figure 3. Chromosome array of the elements of an HMM, where N defines the number of states, and M
the number of mixture components of the observation probabilities’ distributions.
In [3], GA optimization was performed for the observation probabilities and transition states
for word HMMs, while in [8] finding an optimal structure was the objective. In [8], the
fitness of individuals (HMM structures) was measured considering (1) the log-likelihood sum
of the HMM calculated by the Viterbi algorithm over a training set of speech data, and (2)
a penalization based on the error rate obtained with the HMM when performing Viterbi
over a sub-set of test data. [9] used a GA to optimize the number of states in the HMM
and its parameters for web information extraction, obtaining important increases in precision
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rates when compared with Baum-Welch training. Fitness was measured on the likelihood
(Pr(O|λ)) over a training set.
On the other hand, TS is a metaheuristic that can guide a heuristic algorithm from a local
search to a global space to find solutions beyond the local optimality [11]. It can avoid loops
in the search process by restricting certain “moves” that would make the algorithm to revisit
a previously explored space of solutions. These moves are kept hidden or reserved (are being
kept “Tabu”) in a temporal memory (a Tabu List) which can be updated with new moves
or released with different criteria. While in a GA the diversification of the search process is
performed by the reproduction operators, in TS this is performed by ”moves” which consist
of perturbances (changes) in the parameter values of an initial solution (i.e., observation
or transition probabilities). These changes can be defined by a function, or by adding or
substracting small randomly generated quantities to the initial solution’s values.
This approach was explored by [27] for HMM optimization. As in other studies, the log
probability indicating the HMM likelihood over a training set was used to measure the fitness
of a solution. The “moves” consisted in adding randomly generated values to each HMM’s
parameters. In the next section, improvement techniques based on statistical error modelling
of phoneme confusions are presented and discussed.
3. Statistical error modelling techniques
Modelling of phoneme confusions has been explored to estimate error patterns in the
articulation and automatic recognition of speech. The statistical modelling of this information
has led to achieve improvements in the performance of ASR systems. In [17] a word
confusion-matrix was used to predict the performance of a speaker-dependent ASR system.
This allowed the removal of words more likely to be confused from a selected vocabulary, and
to form a better set of command-words for control applications.
A similar “vocabulary design” approach was also used in [18], where a phoneme confusion
- matrix was used to incorporate alternative transcriptions of a word in the dictionary, and
thus, reduce its confusion probability with other words. A chinese - character confusion -
matrix was used in [23] to get more accurate “candidates” to increase recognition of chinese
scripts. In [20], the modelling of phoneme confusions was performed to correct phoneme
recognition errors. In this section, three main techniques to perform statistical modelling of
phoneme-confusions patterns are presented:
• Non-negative Matrix Factorization, NMF (Section 3.1.1). Application case in Section 4.2
(with Metamodels).
• Metamodels (Section 3.2). Application case in Section 4.1 (with GA), 4.2 (with NMF), and
4.3 (with WFSTs).
• Weighted Finite State Transducers, WFSTs (Section 3.3). Application case in Section 4.3
(with Metamodels).
3.1. Phoneme confusion-matrix as resource for error modelling
In the field of artificial intelligence, a confusion-matrix is a visualization tool typically used
in supervised learning. Each column of the matrix represents the instances in a recognized
class, while each row represents the instances in an actual class [15]. One benefit of a
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confusion matrix is that it is easy to see if the system is confusing two classes (e.g., commonly
mislabelling or classifying one as another).
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Figure 4. Example of a phoneme confusion-matrix.
As shown in Figure 4, in a phoneme confusion-matrix, rows represent the phonemes intended
or uttered by the speaker (stimulus phonemes), and the columns represent the decoded
phonemes given by the ASR system (response)1. The classification of phonemes to estimate
a phoneme confusion - matrix is performed by the alignment of two phoneme strings (or
sequences):
• P, the reference (correct) phoneme transcription of the sequence of words W uttered by a
speaker.
• P˜∗, the sequence of phonemes decoded by the ASR system.
As P˜∗ is the system’s output, it might contain several errors. Based on the classification
performed by the aligner, these are identified as substitution (S), insertion (I), and deletion
(D) errors. Thus, the performance of ASR systems is measured based on these errors, and two
metrics are widely used for phoneme and word ASR performance:
Word_Accuracy(WAcc) =
N − D− S− I
N
, Word_Error_Rate(WER) = 1−WAcc (1)
where N is the number of elements (words or phonemes) in the reference string (P). Thus, the
objective of the statistical modelling of the phoneme confusion-matrix is to estimate W from
P˜∗. This can be accomplished by the following expression [22]:
W∗ = max
P
M
∏
j
Pr(pj)Pr( p˜
∗
j |pj) (2)
1 In this case, each class is a phoneme in the British-English BEEP pronunciation dictionary [13] which considers 45
phonemes (vowels and consonants).
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where pj is the j’th phoneme in the postulated phoneme sequence P, and p˜
∗
j the j’th phoneme
in the decoded sequence P˜∗ (of length M). Equation 2 indicates that the most likely word
sequence is the sequence that is most likely given the observed phoneme sequence from a
speaker. The term Pr( p˜∗j |pj) represents the probability that the phoneme p˜
∗
j is recognized
when pj is uttered, and is obtained from a speaker’s confusion-matrix. This element is
integrated into the recognition process as presented in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Training and testing process of error modelling techniques.
This information then can be modelled by post-processing techniques to improve the baseline
ASR’s output. Evaluation is performed when P˜∗ (which now is obtained from test speech)
is decoded by using the “trained” techniques into sequences of words W∗. The correction
process is done at the phonetic level, and by incorporating a word-language model a more
accurate estimate of W is obtained. In the sections 3.2 and 3.3, the foundations of two
post-processing techniques are explained.
3.1.1. Non-negative matrix factorization to improve phoneme confusion - matrix estimates
An important problem is observed when the data available for confusion-matrix estimation is
small, which leads to poor estimates, and in practice, this is the normal situation. An approach
presented by [28] and [30] made use of Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) to find
structure within confusion-matrices from a set of “training” speakers, which then could be
used to make improved estimates for a “test” speaker given only a few samples from his/her
speech. An advantage of this technique is that it was able to remove some of the noise present
in the sparse estimates, while retaining the particular speaker’s confusion-matrix patterns.
This approach is reviewed in this section.
NMF is more suitable to estimate confusion-matrix probabilities (e.g., Pr( p˜i
∗|pi)), as these
are non-negative. This is a property not shared by similar methods as Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). Note that, although there is no
guarantee that the NMF estimates will be in the range [0,1], the normalizations required are
less severe than those required if negative estimates are present.
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NMF seeks to approximate an n × m non-negative matrix V by the product of two
non-negative matricesW and H:
V ≈WH. (3)
where W is a n × r matrix, H is a r × m matrix, and r ≤ min(n,m). When r < min(n,m),
the estimate of V, Vˆ = WH, can be regarded as having being projected into and out
of a lower-dimensional space r [6]. The columns of W are regarded as forming a set of
(non-orthogonal) basis vectors that efficiently represent the structure ofV, with the columns of
H acting as weights for individual column vectors of V [28]. Estimation of V is accomplished
by minimizing a distance function between WH and V, which is defined by the Frobenius
norm [6].
In this case, for a speaker Sy, it is assumed that two types of confusion-matrices exist, (1)
a target confusion-matrix, which is estimated using all the available utterances from that
speaker and is designated as CMy, and (2) partial confusion-matrices, defined as CM
y
U , which
are estimated by using some U utterances. Thus, for NMF each column of V is a target
confusion-matrix CMx (written out column by column) from a training-set speaker Sx. To
estimate a target confusion-matrix CMy from a partial confusion-matrix CM
y
U of a “test”
speaker Sy, CM
y
U is added as an extra column to V. When NMF is applied to V, the estimated
confusion-matrix ĈM
y
is retrieved from Vˆ and is re-normalized so that its rows sum to 1.0. A
weighted distance squared differencemeasureD(CMy, ĈM
y
) can be used to assess the quality
of the estimates of ĈM
y
. The process, presented in Figure 6 is iterated until the obtained
estimates converge.
If the data available from a speaker is very small, the partial confusion-matrix CM
y
U will be
too sparse to make an improved estimate using NMF. Hence, CM
y
U can be smoothed by using
a speaker-independent confusion-matrix CM, which is well estimated from the training data.
If the total number of non-zero elements in CM
y
U is less than a given threshold (TH), the row
can be replaced by the equivalent row of CM.
3.2. Metamodels
In practice, it is too restrictive to use only the confusion-matrix to model Pr( p˜∗j |pj) as this
cannot model insertions well. Instead, a Hidden Markov model (HMM) can be constructed
for each of the phonemes in the phoneme inventory. These HMMs, termed as metamodels
[22, 24], can be best understood by comparison with a “standard” acoustic HMM: a standard
acoustic HMM estimates Pr(O′|pj), where O
′ is a subsequence of the complete sequence
of observed acoustic vectors in the utterance, O, and pj is a postulated phoneme in P.
A metamodel estimates Pr(P˜′|pj), where P˜
′ is a subsequence of the complete sequence of
observed (decoded) phonemes in the utterance P˜.
The architecture of the metamodel of a phoneme is shown in Figure 7 [22, 24]. Each state of
a metamodel has a discrete probability distribution over the symbols for the set of phonemes,
plus an additional symbol labelled DELETION. The central state (2) of a metamodel for a
certain phonememodels correct decodings, substitutions and deletions of this phonememade
by the phoneme recognizer. States 1 and 3 model (possibly multiple) insertions before and
after the phoneme. If the metamodel were used as a generator, the output phone sequence
produced could consist of, for example:
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Figure 6. NMF Estimation Process.
• a single phone which has the same label as the metamodel (a correct decoding) or a
different label (a substitution);
• a single phone labelled DELETION (a deletion);
• two or more phones (one or more insertions).
As an example of the operation of a metamodel, consider a hypothetical phoneme that is
always decoded correctly without substitutions, deletions or insertions. In this case, the
discrete distribution associated with the central state would consist of zeros except for the
probability associated with the symbol for the phoneme itself, which would be 1.0. In
addition, the transition probabilities a02 and a24 would be set to 1.0 so that no insertions could
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Figure 7. Metamodel of a phoneme.
be made. When used as a generator, this model can produce only one possible phoneme
sequence: a single phoneme which has the same label as the metamodel.
The discrete probability distributions of each metamodel can be refined by using embedded
re-estimation with the Baum-Welch Algorithm [10] over the {P, P˜∗} pairs of all the
utterances. When performing speech recognition, the language model is used to compile
a “meta-recognizer” network, which is identical to the network used in a standard word
recognizer except that the nodes of the network are the appropriate metamodels rather than
the acoustic models used by the word recognizer. As shown in Figure 5, the output test
phoneme sequence P˜∗ is passed to the meta-recognizer to produce a set of word hypotheses.
3.2.1. Extended metamodels
An extension to the original metamodel was presented by [29], noting that only one state
is used to model multiple insertions in the original metamodel. Because of the first-order
Markov property, this would not be able to model patterns within insertions. In order to cover
a higher number of insertions, and identify their pattern of substitutions, the insertion-states
were extended as shown in Figure 8.
Having information about the pattern of substitutions of an insertion can provide support to
the modelling of the “insertion-context” of a phoneme. Bj represents the j-th insertion-before
the phoneme, and Ak is the k-th insertion-after the phoneme. These j = 1 . . . J and k = 1 . . .K
indexes identify the contexts of such insertions, where J and K represent the length of the
contexts.
For the modelling of the insertions “before” a phoneme, consider the Figure 9(a). As
the “insertion-context” is taken with reference of the central state (C), state B1 models the
first-order insertions, state B2 the second-order insertions, and so until state BJ , where J is the
length of the context. From left-to-right, state BJ+1 is the “initial” state, and B0 is the central
state (as state 0 and state 2 in Figure 7).
While the probabilities within each state are estimated from the normalized confusion -
matrices, the transition probabilities a between states are estimated from the non - normalized
confusion - matrices. Figure 9(a) shows a general example of the counts (ocurrences of
phonemes) within each state Bj, where C(Bj) represents the total counts in that state. Note
that C(B0) = C(C), and C(BJ+1) = 0, as the initial state has null observations (non-emitting
state). ΔBj represents the number of elements that do the transition to a particular state Bj, and
is expressed as:
ΔBj = C(Bj)− C(Bj+1) (4)
The transition probabilities a_B for the “insertion-before” states are then computed as:
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Figure 8. Extended metamodel of a phoneme. The states Ak and Bj represent the k-th insertion-after, and
the j-th insertion-before, of a phoneme.
for j = 0 to J do
a_BJ+1,j =
C(Bj)−C(Bj+1)
C(B0)
=
ΔBj
C(B0)
end for
The above algorithm also gives the transition probability from the initial state to the central
state when j = 0 (a_BJ+1,0). When a transition ends into an insertion state (Bj), the next
transition must be to the preceding insertion state (Bj−1) because there is a dependency on
their ocurrences, so:
for j = 0 to J-1 do
a_Bj+1,j = 1
end for
The modelling of the insertions “after” a phoneme is performed in a slightly different way
as the transition sequences change. As shown in Figure 9(b), the “insertion-context” is taken
with reference of the central state (C), where state A1 models the first-order insertions, state A2
the second-order insertions, and so until state AK , where K is the length of the context. From
left-to-right, state A0 is the central state, and AK+1 is the final or end state (as state 2 and state
4 in Figure 7). C(A0) = C(B0) = C(C), and C(AK+1) = 0 as the final state is non-emitting.
When starting on the central state there must be a sequence for the next transitions, thus either
going to the final state AK+1 or to the first-order insertion-after state A1. If the above transition
ended in A1, then the next transition could be to the second-order insertion-after state A2, or
to the final state AK+1, and so on. ΔAk represents the number of elements or observations that
move from an insertion-after state Ak to the final state AK+1 and is expressed as:
ΔAk = C(Ak)− C(Ak+1) (5)
The remaining observations, C(Ak)-ΔAk, do the transition to the state Ak+1, as the elements
in Ak+1 are dependent on the same number of elements in Ak. The transition probabilities
a_A for each insertion-after state are computed as:
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Figure 9. Extended insertion states of a metamodel.
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for k = 0 to K+1 do
a_Ak,K+1 =
C(Ak)−C(Ak+1)
C(Ak)
= ΔAk
C(Ak)
end for
for k = 0 to K do
a_Ak,k+1 =
C(Ak+1)
C(Ak)
end for
3.3. Weighted finite state transducers
As presented by [25] and [26] , a network of Weighted Finite-State Transducers (WFSTs) is
an alternative for the task of estimating W from P˜∗. This is because the speech recognition
process can be realized as a composition of WFSTs.
WFSTs can be regarded as a network of automata, each of which accepts an input symbol
and outputs one of a finite set of outputs, each of which has an associated probability. The
outputs are drawn (in this case) from the same alphabet as the input symbols and can be
single symbols, sequences of symbols, or the deletion symbol ǫ . The automata are linked by
a (typically sparse) set of arcs and there is a probability associated with each arc.
The WFSTs can be used to model a speaker’s phonetic confusions. In addition, a composition
of such transducers can model the mapping from phonemes to words, and the mapping from
words to a word sequence described by a grammar. The usage proposed here complements
and extends the work presented by [20], in which WFSTs were used to correct phoneme
recognition errors. Here, the technique is extended to convert noisy phoneme strings into
word sequences.
Hence, for this approach, the following transducers to decode P˜∗ into a sequence of wordsW∗
are defined:
1. C, the confusion matrix transducer, which models the probabilities of phoneme insertions,
deletions and substitutions.
2. D, the dictionary transducer, which maps sequences of decoded phonemes from P˜∗ ◦ C
into words in the dictionary.
3. G, the language model transducer, which defines valid sequences of words from D.
Thus, the process of estimating the most probable sequence of words W∗ given P˜∗ can be
expressed as:
W∗ = τ∗(P˜∗ ◦ C ◦ D ◦ G) (6)
where τ∗ denotes the operation of finding the most likely path through a transducer and
◦ denotes composition of transducers [25]. Details of each transducer are presented in the
following section.
3.3.1. Confusion matrix transducer C
In this section, the formation of the confusion-matrix transducer C is described. In Section 3.1,
p˜∗j as the j’th phoneme in P˜
∗ and pj as the j’th phoneme in P were defined, where Pr( p˜
∗
j |pj)
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is estimated from the speaker’s confusion-matrix, which is obtained from an alignment of
many sequences of P˜∗ and P . While single substitutions are modelled in the same way by
both metamodels and WFSTs, insertions and deletions are modelled in a different way, taking
advantage of the characteristics of the WFSTs. Here, the confusion-matrix transducer C can
map single and multiple phoneme insertions and deletions.
P: /ax b aa th ih ax z w ey ih ng dh ax b eh t/
P˜∗: /ax r ih ng dh ax ng dh ax l ih ng dh ax b/
Table 1. Example of an alignment of transcription P, and recognized output P˜∗, for estimation of a
Confusion-Matrix Transducer C.
Consider Table 1, where the top row of phonemes represents the transcription of a word
sequence, and the bottom row the output from the speech recognizer. It can be seen that the
phoneme sequence /b aa/ is deleted after /ax/, and this can be represented in the transducer
as amultiple substitution/insertion: /ax/→/ax b aa/. Similarly the insertion of /ng dh/ after /ih/
is modelled as /ih ng dh/→/ih/. The probabilities of these multiple substitutions / insertions /
deletions are estimated by counting. In cases where a multiple insertion or deletion is made
of the form A→/B C/, the appropriate fraction of the unigram probability mass Pr(A→B)
is subtracted and given to the probability Pr(A→/B C/), and the same process is used for
insertions or deletions of higher order.
A fragment of the confusion-matrix transducer that represents the alignment of Table 1 is
presented in Figure 10. For computational convenience, the weight for each confusion in
the transducer is represented as −logPr( p˜∗j |pj). In practice, an initial set of transducers
are built directly from the speaker’s “unigram” confusion matrix, which is estimated using
each transcription/output alignment pair available from that speaker, and then to add extra
transducers that represent multiple substitution/insertion/deletions. The complete set of
transducers are then determinized and minimized, as described in [25]. The result of these
operations is a single transducer for the speaker as shown in Figure 10.
3.3.2. Dictionary and language model transducer (D,G)
The transducer D maps sequences of phonemes into valid words. Although other work has
investigated the possibility of using WFSTs to model pronunciation in this component [12],
here the pronunciation modelling is done by the transducer C. A small fragment of the
dictionary entries is shown in Figure 11, where each sequence of phonemes that forms a word
is listed as an FST. Theminimized union of all these word entries is also shown. The single and
multiple pronunciations of each word were taken from the British English BEEP pronouncing
dictionary [13].
The language model FSA (Finite State Automata) G can be represented as in Figure 12,
where < s > represents the state for a starting word, and {w1,w2} a word bigram. A
backoff state is added for when a bigram probability is not in the model, in which case
P(w2|w1) = P(w2)B(w1).
In the following sections, applications and results of the techniques reviewed in this section
will be presented and discussed.
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D[D[
D[H\
EE
GKGK
GKZ
LKLK
QJQJ
QJ]
UWK
VLOVLO 
 LKLK QJε  GKε 
EE ε HK ε W

 


 
D[ε 
D[D[ ε E ε DD
Figure 10. Example of the Confusion-Matrix Transducer C for the alignment of Table 1.
     
   
VKε XZε ε 6+2(
   
VKε LKε Qε ε 6+,1

VKε XZε LKε QJε ε 6+22,1*
 
VKε
LKε
Qε ε 6+,1
    
XZε
LKε
QJε ε 6+22,1*
ε 6+2(
Figure 11. Dictionary transducer D: individual entries, and minimized network of entries.
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3Z_V! 3Z_Z
3Z3Z
%Z %Z%V!
EDFNRII
Figure 12. Weighted FSA for a bigram [19].
4. Case studies
4.1. Structure optimization of metamodels with GA
In this section the use of a Genetic Algorithm (GA) to optimize the structure of a set of
metamodels and further improve ASR performance is presented [29]. The experiments were
performed with speakers from the british-english Wall Street Journal (WSJ) speech database
[14], and the metamodels were built with the libraries of the HTK Toolkit[10] from the
University of Cambridge.
4.1.1. Chromosome representation
Considering the extended architecture of a metamodel of Figure 8, the length of the insertion
contexts and the non-normalized phoneme confusion-matrix are the parameters that will
be optimized by the GA. The phoneme confusion-matrix has dimension 47x47 because
the database used for this work, the WSCAM0 speech database, consists phonetically of
46 phonemes [13, 14], plus the phoneme /DEL/ to identify deletions. The chromosome
representation of the parameters of the metamodels is shown in Figure 13.
LQGH[  « « « «   « « « «    « « « « 
         « « «           « « «        « « « « 
/HQJWKRI,QVHUWLRQ%HIRUH&RQWH[W- 3KRQHPH&RQIXVLRQ0DWUL[
IRUHDFKSKRQHPH /HQJWKRI,QVHUWLRQ$IWHU&RQWH[W. 6FDOH [ 
IRUHDFKSKRQHPH *UDPPDU
)DFWRUV
Figure 13. Chromosome representation of the parameters of the extended metamodels.
Because an insertion context exists for each phoneme, there are 2x47 = 94 insertion contexts
in total. This information is arranged in a single vector of dimension 1x94, which is saved in
genes 1-94 of the chromosome vector (see Figure 13). In gene 95 the value of the scale grammar
factor (s), which controls the influence of the language model over the recognition process, is
placed [10]. From genes 96 to 2304 the elements of the confusion-matrix are placed. Hence,
each chromosome vector represents all the parameters of the metamodels for all phonemes in
the speech set.
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The integer values for each set of genes are: K, J = 0 to 3; s = 0 to 10; phoneme confusion -
matrix = 0 to 100 (number of occurrences of each aligned pair {p∗j ,pj)} before being normalized
as probabilities Pr( p˜∗j |pj)).
The general structure of the GA is the one presented in Figure 2. For this, the initial population
consists of 10 individuals, where the first element is the initial extended metamodel and
the remaining elements are randomly generated within the range of values specified above.
Fitness of each individual was measured on the word recognition accuracy (WAcc, Eq. 1)
achieved with the resulting metamodels on a training set.
4.1.2. Operators
• Selection: The selection method (e.g., how to choose the eligible parents for reproduction)
was based on the Roulette Wheel and was implemented as follows:
• For each of the 10 best individuals in the population, compute its fitness value.
• Compute the selection probability for each xi individual as: pi =
fi
∑
N
k=1 fk
, where N is
the size of the population (sub-set of 10 individuals), and fi the fitness value of the
individual xi.
• Compute the accumulated probability qi for each individual as: qi = ∑
i
j=1 pj.
• Generate a uniform random number r ∈ {0, 1}.
• If r < qi, then select the first individual (x1), otherwise, select xi such that qi−1 < r ≤ qi.
• Repeat Steps 4 and 5 N times (until all N individuals are selected).
• Crossover: Uniform crossover was used for reproduction of parents chosen by the Roulette
Wheel method. A template vector of dimension 1x2304 was used for this, where each of
its elements received a random binary value (0, 1). Offspring 1 is produced by copying
the corresponding genes from Parent 1 where the template vector has a value of 0, and
copying the genes from Parent 2 where the template vector has a value of 1. Offspring 2 is
obtained by doing the inverse procedure. 10 offsprings are obtained by crossover from the
10 individuals in the initial population. This increases the size of the population to 20.
• Mutation: The mutation scheme consisted in randomly changing values in the best 5
individuals as follows:
• change 5 genes in the sub-vector that includes the length of the insertion contexts (genes
1 to 94);
• change the scale grammar factor (gene 95);
• change 94 genes in the sub-vector that represents the phoneme confusion-matrix (genes
96 to 2304).
In this way, a population of 25 individuals is obtained for the GA.
• Stop condition: The GA is repeated until convergence through generations is achieved. A
boundary of 15 iterations was set for the GA as it was observed that minimum variations
were observed after that.
4.1.3. Experiments and results
A speaker-independent ASR system was built with the HTK Toolkit [10] using the WSJCAM0
speech database [14]. 92 speakers from the set si_tr were used for acoustic model training
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(three-state left-to-right HMMs, with eight Gaussian components per state). The front-end
used 12 MFCCs plus energy, delta, and acceleration coefficients.
The experiments were done with speech data from 10 speakers of the development set
si_dt of the same database. From each speaker, 74 sentences were selected, discarding
adaptation sentences that were the same for all speakers. From this set, 30 were selected
for testing-only purposes and 44 for confusion-matrix estimation (training of metamodels)
and fitness evaluation for the GA. The metamodels were trained with three different sets of
sentences: 5, 10, and 14 sentences, and fitness evaluation and metamodels re-estimation were
performed with 15, 30, and 44 sentences respectively. This formed the training schemes 5-15,
10-30, and 14-44 (e.g., if 5 sentences were used for metamodel training, fitness evaluation
of the GA and metamodel re-estimation were performed with 15 sentences). Word bigram
language models were estimated from the transcriptions of the si_dt speakers, and were the
same for all the systems (baseline and metamodels).
Figure 14(a) shows the graph of fitness convergence of the GA when the scheme 14-44
was used. The baseline performance is around 78% while the initial extended metamodel
achieved a performance of 87.3%. The mean fitness of the populations starts at 85% and, as
the individuals evolve, increases to up to 87.4%. The best individual from each generation
achieves a fitness of up to 88.20%. For the metamodels trained with the schemes 5-15 and
10-30 the pattern of converge was very similar.
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(b) Performance on test data.
Figure 14. Results of the GA optimized metamodels.
Figure 14(b) shows the mean performance of the optimized metamodels on the testing set
when all training schemes were used. On average, the optimized metamodels showed an
increase of around 0.50% when compared with the initial extended metamodels. These gains
were statistically significant as shown in Table 2. The matched pairs test described by [32] was
used to test for statistical significant difference.
When the extended metamodels were optimized with a GA, a significant gain was achieved
with schemes 5-15 and 14-44. The use of the GA also reduced the size of the metamodels by
10% for all cases, thus eliminating unnecessary states and transitions. Finally, with a used
vocabulary of 3000 words and 740 sentences (300 for testing), there is an important confidence
about the significance of these results.
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7UDLQLQJ6FKHPH 0HWDPRGHO (UURUVLQ S YDOXH &RQFOXVLRQ
7HVW6HW
 ,QLWLDO   6LJQLILFDQW
2SWLPL]HG 
 ,QLWLDO   1RW6LJQLILFDQW
2SWLPL]HG 
 ,QLWLDO   6LJQLILFDQW
2SWLPL]HG 
Table 2. Significance test for the initial and the optimized extended metamodels.
4.2. Estimation of phoneme confusion patterns with NMF
In this section, an application of the NMF approach to phoneme confusion-matrix estimation
to improve ASR performance is presented [30]. The NMF estimates are integrated into the
original metamodels (see Figure 7), and in this application, the NMF technique is extended to
estimate also insertion patterns. The results obtained with NMF show statistically significant
gains in recognition accuracy when compared with an adapted baseline ASR system and the
performance of the original metamodels.
The procedure presented in Figure 6 was used for confusion-matrix estimation. A threshold
CT = 2 was set for smoothing purposes, and the partial confusion-matrices CM
y
U were
estimated from accurate alignments of P and P˜∗ from training speech data.
4.2.1. Experiments and results
The Wall Street Journal (WSJ) database, and the baseline ASR system described in Section
4.1.3 were used for the NMF experiments. The training-speakers Sx for V (see Section
3.1.1) consisted of 85 speakers from the si_tr set, which were also used to estimate CM. 10
test-speakers Sy forV were selected from the set si_dt of the same database. Note that from the
training-speakers, only target confusion-matrices CMx were estimated. For the test-speakers,
partial CM
y
U and target CM
y confusion-matrices were estimated in order to evaluate the
quality of the NMF estimates of ĈM
y
.
Supervised Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression (MLLR) adaptation [33] was
implemented using the same sets of utterances U selected for confusion-matrix estimation. A
regression class tree with 32 terminal nodes was used for this purpose. As shown in Table 3,
the mean number of MLLR transformations increased as more U utterances were used. The
adapted acoustic models represent the baseline for the experiments.
$GDSWDWLRQ'DWD8      
0HDQ1RRI
0//57UDQVIRUPDWLRQV     
Table 3. Mean number of MLLR transformations across all test speakers using different sets of
adaptation data.
A word-bigram language model, estimated from the data of the si_tr speakers, was used
to obtain P˜∗ and estimate CMx with the unadapted baseline system. In order to keep
these sequences independent from those of the test-set speakers, the word-bigram language
model used to decode P˜∗ for CMy and CM
y
U , was estimated from the data of the selected
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test-speakers of the si_dt set. In all cases, a grammar scale factor s of 10 was used. The
metamodels were tested using all the utterances available from the speakers Sy.
Figure 15 shows the performance of the metamodels using MLLR adapted acoustic models.
The metamodels trained with partial estimates improved over the adapted baseline. When
the NMF estimates were used, the accuracy of the metamodels improved when the training
data was small. As presented in Table 4, these improvements were statistically significant
when 5, 10, and 15 utterances were used for training/estimation.
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Figure 15. Mean word recognition accuracy of the metamodels and the adapted baseline across all
test-speakers.
8 0HWDPRGHO (UURUVLQ S YDOXH &RQFOXVLRQ
7HVW6HW
 3DUWLDO 2608 0.000000 6LJQLILFDQW
10) 2383
 3DUWLDO 2240 0.005603 6LJQLILFDQW
10) 2151
 3DUWLDO 2093 0.102104 6LJQLILFDQW
10) 2045
20 3DUWLDO 2033 0.198040 Not Significant
10) 1996
30 3 WL O 1847 0 888571 N t Si ifi tDU D . o  gn can
10) 1843
Table 4. Significance test for the metamodels trained with partial and NMF estimates.
4.3. Metamodels and WFSTs to improve ASR performance for disordered speech
Dysarthria is a motor speech disorder characterized by weakness, paralysis, or poor
coordination of the muscles responsible for speech. Although ASR systems have been
developed for disordered speech, factors such as low intelligibility and limited phonemic
repertoire decrease speech recognition accuracy, making conventional speaker adaptation
algorithms perform poorly on dysarthric speakers.
In the work presented by [22], rather than adapting the acoustic models, the errors made
by the speaker are modelled to attempt to correct them. For this, the metamodels and
WFSTs techniques are applied to correct the errors made at the phonetic level and make use
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of a language model to find the best estimate of the correct word sequence. Experiments
performed with dysarthric speech of different levels of severity showed that both techniques
outperformed standard adaptation techniques.
4.3.1. Limited phonemic repertoire
Among the identified factors that give rise to ASR errors in dysarthric speech [16], the most
important are decreased intelligibility (because of substitutions, deletions and insertions of
phonemes), and limited phonemic repertoire, the latter leading to phoneme substitutions.
To illustrate the effect of reduced phonemic repertoire, Figure 16 shows an example phoneme
confusion-matrix for a dysarthric speaker from the NEMOURS Database of Dysarthric Speech
(described in Section 4.3.2). This confusion-matrix is estimated by a speaker-independent ASR
system, and so it may show confusions that would not actually be made by humans. From
Figure 16 the following observations are made:
• A small set of phonemes (in this case the phonemes /ua/, /uw/, /m/, /n/, /ng/, /r/,
and /sil/) dominates the speaker’s output speech.
• Some vowel sounds and the consonants /g/, /zh/, and /y/, are never recognized
correctly. This suggests that there are some phonemes that the speaker apparently cannot
enunciate at all, and for which he or she substitutes a different phoneme, often one of the
dominant phonemes mentioned above.
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Figure 16. Phoneme confusion-matrix from a dysarthric speaker.
These observations differ from the pattern of confusions seen in a normal speaker as shown
in Figure 4. This confusion-matrix shows a clearer pattern of correct recognitions, and few
confusions of vowels with consonants.
Most speaker adaptation algorithms are based on the principle that it is possible to apply a
set of transformations to the parameters of a set of acoustic models of an “average” voice to
move them closer to the voice of an individual (e.g., MLLR). Whilst this has been shown to be
successful for normal speakers, it may be less successful in cases where the phoneme uttered
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is not the one that was intended but is substituted by a different phoneme or phonemes, as
often happens in dysarthric speech. In this situation, it is suggested that a more effective
approach is to combine a model of the substitutions likely to have been made by the speaker
with a language model to infer what was said. So rather than attempting to adapt the system,
we model the insertion, deletion, and substitution errors made by a speaker and attempt to
correct them.
4.3.2. Speech data, baseline recognizer, and adaptation technique
While the baseline ASR system was built with the WSJ database as in [29] and [30], the
dysarthric speech data was provided by the NEMOURS Database [21]. This database is
a collection of 814 short sentences spoken by 11 speakers (74 sentences per speaker) with
varying degrees of dysarthria (data from only 10 speakers was used as some data is missing
for one speaker). The sentences are nonsense phrases that have a simple syntax of the form
“the X is Y the Z”, where X and Z are usually nouns and Y is a verb in present participle
form (for instance, the phrases “The shin is going the who”, “The inn is heaping the shin”,
etc.). Note that although each of the 740 sentences is different, the vocabulary of 112 words is
shared.
Speech recognition experiments were implemented by using the baseline recognizer on the
dysarthric speech. For these experiments, a word-bigram languagemodel was estimated from
the (pooled) 74 sentences provided by each speaker.
The technique used for the speaker adaptation experiments wasMLLR (Maximum Likelihood
Linear Regression) [33]. From the complete set of 74 sentences per speaker, 34 sentences were
used for adaptation and the remaining 40 for testing. The set of 34 was divided into sets to
measure the performance of the adapted baseline system when using a different amount of
adaptation data. Thus adaptation was implemented using 4, 10, 16, 22, 28, and 34 sentences.
For future reference, the baseline system adapted with X sentences is termed as MLLR_X, and
the baseline without any adaptation as BASE.
An experiment was done to compare the performance of the baseline and MLLR-adapted
recognizer (using 16 utterances for adaptation) with a human assessment of the dysarthric
speakers used in this study. Recognition was performed with a grammar scale factor and
word insertion penalty as described in [10].
Figure 17 shows the intelligibility of each of the dysarthric speakers as measured using the
Frenchay Dysarthria Assessment (FDA) test in [21], and the recognition performance (%
Accuracy) when tested on the unadapted baseline system (BASE) and the adapted models
(MLLR_16). The correlation between the FDA performance and the recognizer performance is
0.67 (unadapted models) and 0.82 (adapted). Both are significant at the 1% level, which gives
some confidence that the recognizer displays a similar performance trend when exposed to
different degrees of dysarthric speech as humans.
4.3.3. Experiments and results
The metamodels used in this case had the original architecture which was shown in Figure 7.
In Figure 18 the results of the metamodels on the phoneme strings from the MLLR adapted
acoustic models are shown. When a very small set of sentences, e.g., 4, is used for training of
the metamodels, it is possible to get an improvement of approximately 1.5% over the MLLR
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Figure 17. Comparison of recognition performance: Human assessment (FDA), unadapted (BASE) and
adapted (MLLR_16) SI models.
adapted models. This gain in accuracy increases as the training/adaptation data is increased,
obtaining an improvement of almost 3% when all 34 sentences are used.
The matched pairs test described by [32] was used to test for significant differences between
the recognition accuracy using metamodels and the accuracy obtained with MLLR adaptation
when a certain number of sentences were available for metamodel training. The results with
the associated p-values are presented in Table 5.
In all the cases, metamodels improve MLLR adaptation with p-values less than 0.01 and 0.05.
Note that the metamodels trained with only four sentences (META_04) decrease the number
of word errors from 1174 (MLLR_04) to 1139.
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Figure 18. Mean word recognition accuracy of the MLLR adapted baseline, the metamodels, and the
WFSTs across all dysarthric speakers.
The WFSTs were tested using the same conditions and speech data as the metamodels. The
FSM Library [25] from AT&T was used for the experiments with WFSTs. Figure 18 shows
clearly the gain in performance given by the WFSTs over both MLLR and the metamodels.
This gain is statistically significant at the 0.1 level for all cases except when 22 and 34 sentences
were used for training.
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0(7$  B
0//5B   6LJQLILFDQW
0(7$B 
0//5B   6LJQLILFDQW
0(7$B 
Table 5. Comparison of statistical significance of results over all dysarthric speakers using metamodels.
5. Conclusions
In this chapter the details and applications of techniques to improve ASR performance were
presented. These consisted in heuristic and statistical post-processing techniques which made
use of a speaker’s phoneme confusion - matrix for error modelling, achieving correction at the
phonetic level of an ASR’s output for both, normal and disordered speech.
The first post-processing technique, termed as metamodels, incorporated the information
of the speaker’s confusion-matrix into the recognition process. The metamodels expanded
the confusion-matrix modelling by incorporating information of the pattern of insertions
associated with each phoneme. Deletions were modelled as a phoneme being substituted
(or confused) by the “DELETION” symbol.
A metamodel’s architecture, for which there was an extended version, was suitable for
further optimization, and in Section 4.1 the application of a GA for this purpose was
presented. The improvements in word recognition accuracy obtained on normal speech after
optimization were statistically significant when compared with the previous performance of
the metamodels. This corroborated the findings of other works [8, 9], where GA was applied
to improve recognition performance by evolving the internal parameters of an HMM (state
transitions, observation probabilities).
Also, in Section 4.2 was presented another application case, where the use of Non - negative
Matrix Factorization (NMF) provided more accurate estimates of a speaker’s phoneme
confusion - matrix which, when incorporated into a set of metamodels, improved significantly
the accuracy of an ASR system. This performance was also higher than the performance of
the metamodels trained with original partial data (with no NMF estimates).
However, when tested with speakers with disordered speech, where significant increase in
substitution, deletion, and insertion errors exists, two important issues were identified:
• The metamodels were unable to model specific phoneme sequences that were output in
response to individual phoneme inputs. They were capable of outputting sequences,
but the symbols (phonemes) in these sequences were conditionally independent, and so
specific sequences could not be modelled. This also led to be unable to model deletion
of sequences of phonemes, although the original and extended architecture ensures
modelling of multiple insertions and single substitutions / deletions.
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• Adding the “DELETION” symbol led to an increase in the size of the dictionary, because
it could potentially substitute each phoneme in the network of metamodels during the
recognition process. Not adding this symbol led to the problem of a “Tee” model in the
HTK package [10]. In such case, a deletion is represented as a direct transition from the
initial to the final state, thus allowing “skipping” the phoneme. The decoding algorithm
failed because it was possible to traverse the complete network of metamodels without
absorbing a single input symbol.
Hence, for modelling of deletions, a specific way to define a “missing” or “empty” observation
was needed. An alternative to solve these issues, the second post-processing technique,
a network of Weighted Finite State Transducers (WFSTs) was presented. In Section 4.3, a
case of improving ASR performance for speakers with the speech disorder of dysarthria was
presented, where both techniques, metamodels and WFSTs were used for that purpose. The
main advantage of the WFSTs is the definition and use of the epsilon (ǫ) symbol, which
in finite-state automata represents an “empty” observation. This allowed the modelling of
multiple deletions, substitutions, and insertions. General improvement on ASR for dysarthric
speech was obtained with this technique when compared to the metamodels and the adapted
baseline system.
As conclusion it can be mentioned that the techniques presented in this chapter offer wide
possibilities of application in the general field of speech recognition. Their robustness has
been corroborated with case studies with normal and disordered speech, where higher
performance was consistently achieved over unadapted and adapted baseline ASR systems.
Also, these techniques are flexible enough to be optimized and integratedwith other processes
as in [30] and [5].
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